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Modelling Dynamically Re-sizeable Electrodes
(DRE) for Targeted Transcutaneous Measurements
in Impedance Plethysmography
Zaheer Q. Hashim, Member, IEEE, Loukas Constantinou, Member, IEEE, and Iasonas F. Triantis, Member, IEEE
Abstract—Impedance plethysmography of extremities typically
uses band electrodes around limbs to monitor changes in blood
volume. This often causes monitored blood variations to only
generate minuscule impedance values relative to the measured
baseline, attributed to the tissue surrounding the artery or vein of
interest. Smaller, ECG type electrodes can provide a larger signal,
however their output is very easily affected by the placement
of the electrodes relative to the targeted vasculature. This paper
presents a novel method to adjust the active surface of electrodes,
introducing Dynamically Re-sizeable Electrodes (DRE), to only
target the exact area of interest, forming localised electrodes,
without having to manually re-position them. Elongated rectan-
gular electrodes were partitioned into smaller electrode segments,
interconnected through custom circuitry. For the development
and assessment of the DRE system, work was carried out
both experimentally in-vitro on gelatine phantoms using custom
switching circuits and through finite element modelling (FEM)
simulations in COMSOL. A scanning sequence made use of
DRE in single segment variable tetra-pole (SSVT) mode proved
capable to identify the transcutaneous location of the blood vessel
of interest and the specific electrode segments located in its
vicinity. Impedance measurements were then taken using these
segments connected to form localised electrodes only placed over
the targeted vessel. The resulting localised electrodes exhibited
up to 28% increased sensitivity to blood variations relative to
larger electrodes.
Index Terms—Impedance plethysmography, segmented elec-
trodes, impedance, localised measurements
I. INTRODUCTION
IMPEDANCE plethysmography (IPG) is a simple non-invasive method that can be used for monitoring changes
in blood volume in the limbs or in the thorax [1] to
assess, amongst other metrics, cardiac parameters such as
cardiac output and stroke volume [2]. Unlike other photo-
plethysmography (PPG), IPG uses electrical currents in order
to take measurements instead of light, therefore it is not
influenced by ambient light or skin pigmentation. IPG can
also be used to get signals from a large number of sites [3].
Through the placement of four electrodes (tetrapolar method
[4]) on the skin, impedance (or bioimpedance) measurements
are taken by injecting a low amplitude alternating current and
measuring the resulting potential developed across the tissue
beneath the electrodes [5].
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The method has been demonstrated with band electrodes
wrapped around the neck and the abdomen for cardiac output
measurements across the thorax [6], or around a limb (Fig.
1(a)) [2], [7], [8], e.g. for monitoring blood volume variations
in the brachial artery [9], [10]. Band electrodes have, however,
a major drawback: in addition to the impedance of the tissue
of interest in this case blood − measurements also include the
impedance of the surrounding tissue. Given the low impedance
value of blood relative to all other tissue types, this leads
to a significant yet undesirable measurement baseline that
overshadows the small magnitude changes caused by blood
volume variations [11]. In order to address this, the use of
smaller electrodes (e.g. ECG electrodes) has been proposed
[1], [6], [11], [12], close to the vascular structure of interest.
Experimental comparisons have shown that such electrodes
provide a larger signal to noise (redundancy) ratio compared
to band electrodes [11] in addition to other benefits including
causing less discomfort to the patients [6] and potentially
removing the effects in the measurement of surrounding ves-
sels. Such measurements are, however, very sensitive to the
placement of the electrodes [2], [12] relative to the targeted
vasculature. This issue is not easy to address practically both
because that target may be difficult to locate and also because
once located the electrodes would have to be re-positioned
until aligned, causing discomfort and potentially destroying
their adhesion. It is therefore desirable to develop impedance
measurement electrodes whose active surface can be adjusted
to target only the exact area of interest, forming localised
electrodes, without manually re-positioning them.
In this paper a novel approach to targeted impedance
plethysmography measurements with dynamically re-sizeable
electrodes (DRE) is presented. A system involving electrodes
of adjustable effective size has been developed. Four elongated
rectangular electrodes [8] (named hereafter stripe electrodes
as in Fig. 1(b)) have been partitioned into smaller electrode
segments (Fig. 1(c)) which are interconnected through custom
circuitry. This allows any of the segments of each of the
four partitioned electrodes to be individually addressed to
form single-segment variable tetrapoles (SSVT, Fig. 2c); or
to be grouped so as to just cover the targeted vasculature,
thus forming effective localised electrodes to provide more
targeted measurements. When all segments of each of the
four partitioned electrodes are shorted they each form an
effective stripe or a pseudo-stripe electrode. The developed
prototype DRE system was simulated using finite element
modelling (FEM) analysis (COMSOL v.5.3a) and experimen-
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Fig. 1: Simplied diagram showing positioning of electrodes
using: a) Band electrodes taking measurements from the whole
section of the arm, b) Stripe electrodes taking measurements
over the vessel and the surrounding tissue and c) Segmented
electrodes grouped into localised effective electrodes to take
measurements only over the targeted vessel.
tally verified in-vitro by performing impedance measurements,
through custom-made instrumentation, using gelatine phan-
toms to mimic tissue characteristics.
Section II deals with the lumped impedance and geometric
model parameters, the electrode and circuit design, the in-
vitro experimental and simulation setup. Section III presents
the experimental and the simulation results obtained. From
the conclusions summarised in Section IV it follows that
the new DRE allows measurement localisation and improves
the signal to noise ratio in impedance plethysmography for
targeted vascular structures accessed transcutaneously.
II. METHODS
An approximate biological model of a subcutaneous blood
vessel was constructed and simulated. It was idealised so as to
assess the DRE method and thus only a single frequency was
considered, bone and muscle were not included and the model
dimensions were limited to allow for the surface of the skin
to be approximated as flat rather than curved. Moreover the
model considered only one vessel in the examined volume.
The features considered, although geometrically idealised,
were kept consistent with anatomy. The vessel was modelled
in various orientations (θ) relative to the electrode tetrapole.
Two research questions where assessed: 1) whether through
SSVT the blood vessel location could be determined; and 2)
whether the resulting localised electrodes are more sensitive to
variations in the blood vessel properties relative to the larger
stripe electrodes.
A. Geometric Model Parameters
A parallelepiped geometric model with length, width and
height of 45 mm, 20 mm and 10 mm respectively was designed
to examine the aforementioned two research question (Fig
2a). The model was used as a template for both the gelatine
phantom used in experiments and for the FEM simulations.
(a) 3D Model
(b) Stripe electrode dimensions
(c) Segmented electrodes and some combinations
Fig. 2: Overall dimensions for top view of simulation model
for both electrode setups. a) a 3D representation of the
model geometry, b) Stripe electrode setup with dimensions
(top view). c) Segmented electrode setup with some segment
combinations shown (top view)
It was based on the brachial artery of the arm, which has
been used with IPG [13]], with a worst-case scenario con-
figuration whereby the artery is surrounded by fat, which
is significantly less conductive than blood. It featured three
main structures of homogeneously conductive geometries: a
2 mm thick skin layer, a 8 mm thick fat layer and a 5 mm
diameter cylindrical blood vessel embedded in the latter. The
blood vessel’s longitudinal axis was on a plane parallel to-
and 7 mm deep from the skin surface plane on which the
electrodes were attached. Assuming that, realistically, perfectly
in-line placement of the electrode tetrapole relative to the
blood vessel would be very difficult to achieve, tests - mainly
in simulations as described later - were designed to mimic
imperfect placement by involving a number of orientations (θ)
of the vessel relative to the tetrapole’s middle axis of symmetry
(i.e. the axis connecting the electrodes across their centres).
B. Tissue properties
The electrical properties of biological tissue are frequency
dependent and have conductive and reactive elements [14] and
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impedance plethysmography measurements have been mostly
reported at frequencies between 10KHz − 100KHz [15], [4].
In simulation, it is fairly easy to assign conductivity and
relative permittivity of different types of tissue to sections
of the 3D model used for simulations [16]. However, when
modelling biological tissues experimentally using gelatine
phantoms, it is not straightforward to replicate the reactive
element [17], [18], [19], and thus the conductivity of tissue
that corresponds to the impedance magnitude at a particular
frequency of choice is mostly used . For the simulation model
used here the conductivity values for skin, fat and blood
were set to 2.937mS/m, 42.954mS/m and 700.04mS/m and
the relative permittivity values were set to 29010, 911.54
and 5248.2 respectively corresponding to impedance measure-
ments at a frequency of 10KHz as reported in [20], [21].
For the experimental phantom, the conductivity values can be
altered by varying the concentration of NaCl (sodium chloride)
in the solution used to create the phantom [18]. That frequency
value was at the lowest end of the aforementioned spectrum
and it was selected to represent a worst case scenario in terms
of skin and fat layers impeding the injected current.
C. Electrode Design
Impedance values were to be extracted through electrodes
attached to the skin layer surface in both the experiments and
the simulations. For current injection electrodes it is impor-
tant to have a relatively large area to reduce the electrode-
electrolyte interface impedance so as to avoid overloading the
current injection circuitry. The voltage measurement electrodes
can be made smaller − as their interface impedance can
be ignored − increasing the measurement precision and the
signal-to-noise ratio of measured data [22]. Therefore here
four stripe electrode sites A, B, C and D were considered
(fig 2b), with the current injection electrodes A and D having
a 2 mm × 8 mm geometry, and the voltage measuring
electrodes B and C being 1.5 mm × 8 mm. The length
of the electrodes was chosen so as to adhere to the dimension
limitations of the model - so as to approximate the arm skin
as being flat - and it closely resembled electrodes used in [23].
Each stripe was subdivided into eight 0.6 mm long segments
separated by a 0.4 mm gap (fig 2c). The centre to centre
distances were 15 mm for electrodes A and D and 10 mm
for B and C, resulting to a 2.5 mm distance between each of
electrodes A-B and C-D. The electrode spacing was designed
cover adequate length of the blood vessel so as to increase the
volume of the blood contributing to the measurements.
D. Lumped-impedance simplified representation
In order to ascertain the theoretical basis of research
question 2, prior to the experimental and the simulation
assessments, an approximate analysis can be offered through
a lumped impedance representation of the cases involving
localised versus longer electrodes. It has generally been shown
that the impedance of different tissue layers can be approx-
imately represented by simplified lumped impedance models
[24], [25], [26]with impedance magnitudes at the applied fre-
quency considered. Following the geometric model presented
(a) Simplified lumped impedance side view
(b) Simplified Lumped impedance top view
Fig. 3: Simplified lumped impedance model. a) shows the
simplified lumped impedance from the side, b) shows the
simplified lumped impedance looking through the electrodes
(top view)
previously, and assuming θ = 0, Fig. 3 illustrates schematically
a simplified lumped impedance model for a cross section
of juxtaposed skin, fat and blood layers, with respective
impedance magnitudes ZS , ZF and ZB , respectively. A side
view is shown in Fig. 3a, while Fig. 3b is the top view (from
the skin down to the fat layer) of current paths along the
tetrapole, assuming the blood vessel is on the axis connecting
the electrodes across their centres.
The nature of electric/ionic current is to travel between two
electrodes by taking the path of least resistance, and with
the skin being the most insulating layer, currents will mostly
traverse it flowing through it to the more conductive layers
below [27]. Currents originating directly above the vessel will
cross the skin and fat layers almost vertically and will enter
the blood, flowing across it for a length approximately equal
to the distance A-D. Currents flowing between electrodes A-
D outside of the boundaries - but in the vicinity of the blood
vessel will deviate from their straight geometric path and pass
through it. As the length of the injecting electrodes extends
away from the centrally located vessel currents adequately
far from it will experience a minimum resistance path by
traversing the skin and traversing fat tissue of equal length to
the distance travelled inside the vessel by the centrally located
field lines. The corresponding fat impedance magnitude in
that case is shown as ZFF . For a specific value of ZB , the
baseline impedance value ZLOCbase if localised electrodes are
used, and the minimum corresponding baseline impedance
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value ZSTRbase when longer stripe electrodes are used, are
calculated below. The stripe electrodes used in this calculation
are long enough so as to allow n current paths to pass through
fat surrounding the blood vessel.
Localised electrodes baseline impedance:
ZLOCbase = 2ZS + 2ZF + ZB (1)
Larger stripe electrodes baseline impedance (n paths not
passing through the vessel):
ZSTRbase =
1
( 1ZLOCbase +
n
2ZS+ZFF
)
(2)
because ZSTRbase is the parallel combination of ZLOCbase
and n parallel branches of 2ZS+ZFF .
In order to examine which electrode type is more sensitive
to blood variations, ZB is assumed to change by x, with pulse
related blood impedance variations typically amounting up to
±20% of the baseline value [4], [28]. The resulting variations
to the overall impedance between A-D using localised vs larger
stripe electrodes are calculated below. Localised electrodes
impedance, using 2ZS + 2ZF = α, for clarity:
ZLOC = α+ ZB(1 + x) (3)
Stripe electrodes impedance, using 2ZS + ZFF = β for
clarity:
ZSTR =
1
( 1ZLOC +
n
β )
(4)
Each configuration’s sensitivity can be derived by the
respective partial derivatives with respect to x [29], which
respectively result to:
∂ZLOC
∂x
= ZB (5)
and
∂ZSTR
∂x
=
ZBβ
2
(n(1 + x)ZB + β + nα)2
(6)
The ratio RLS of localised to stripe sensitivities yields:
and RLS =
(nZB(1 + x) + β + nα)
2
β2
(7)
As none of α, β, n and ZB are negative (being impedance
magnitudes) and although realistically |x| ≤ 20%, it is
evident that RLS is greater than unity even for an extreme -
theoretical - range of |x| ≤ 100% which would result to ZB
varying from 0 to double its baseline value. That indicates that
localised electrodes will always exhibit higher sensitivity to
blood impedance variations relative to their larger counterparts
and thus research question 2 is theoretically justified by the
above model.
E. Experimental Setup
1) Circuit Design: The DRE system was designed to
function according to the block diagram shown in figure
4a. A printed circuit board (PCB) was designed featuring
the four segmented electrode sites, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
The board was fitted with a 3D printed rectangular wall
attached around the electrodes using epoxy glue, allowing
the use of liquids on the electrodes without shorting any
circuitry. The electrode addressing electronics were positioned
on the bottom layer of the same PCB, in order to reduce the
distance between the electrodes and the addressing circuitry.
This served to minimise the influence of parasitics and noise
in the impedance measurements and to further protect the
latter from any accidental spillage of liquids. The addressing
circuitry was developed for interconnecting and individually
addressing the 32 segments of the DRE system and for
interfacing the ones selected from each group A, B, C or D
with the respective four channels of a tetrapolar impedance
analyser (Keysight E4980A/AL Precision LCR Meter [30]).
The requirements on the circuit, for real diagnostic use rather
than for the static gelatine phantom scenario examined here,
included minimal impedance contribution when active, fast
switching and stable frequency response at the chosen carrier
frequency. Fig. 4a shows the block diagram of the system
which was implemented through the circuit diagram shown in
Fig. 4b. Switching between segments was carried out using
four ADG714 eight-analogue-switch ICs, featuring low on
resistance (Ron = 2.5 Ω) and requiring about 28ns each to go
from OFF state to ON and then OFF again. The ADG714 ICs
were labelled ’U1’ to ’U4’. To change the segment allocation,
an 8 bit binary word needs to be sent serially to the ADG714
IC, each bit of the byte corresponding to one switch in the
IC. In order to send the byte of switching data, the address
pin of the desired IC needs to be held low and then high
again to implement the switching data. The ADG714 ICs
were controlled by a PIC18F26K22 micro-controller, with
the switching data transmitted through the serial peripheral
interface (SPI) pins, allowing them to connect each of the
electrode segments individually or in combinations to the
respective LCR meter channels (I1, V1, V2, I2). The user could
select the segment combinations through switches activating
pre-programmed sequences in the micro-controller. The pre-
programmed sequence is then triggered using push-buttons.
Three main sequences were pre-programmed into the micro-
controller; the first sequence shorted all the segments to form
the pseudo-stripe electrodes, the second sequence was the
SSVT scanning sequence and the third sequence was the
localised electrode sequence.
2) Gelatine Phantom Design: The experimental setup fea-
tured gelatine phantoms constructed in accordance to the pre-
viously described biological model, with the aforementioned
dimensions, featuring skin and fat layers, each with a cylinder
representing a blood vessel embedded in the fat layer (fig
5). The phantoms were created using 3D printed moulds in
which gelatine solutions with conductivities corresponding
to each respective layer were poured successively. The skin
side of the phantoms was attached to the electrode PCB. To
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(a) Block diagram (b) Electrode circuit
Fig. 4: Circuit diagram, a) shows the block diagram for the complete system. b) shows the connections to and from the
micro-controller and the switch connection for the electrode segments sites to their corresponding impedance measurement
channel
Fig. 5: Gelatine phantom comprising skin (yellow), fat (white)
and blood vessel (red)
address research question (1), two phantoms P1 and P2 were
constructed with their respective blood vessel cylinders placed
at orientations of 20◦ and −20◦ relative to the axis passing
across A-D through the array’s centre (fig. 2b). These values
represented the maximum angles that allowed for the vessel
to still be fully within the boundaries of the electrode area. To
assess research question (2), five phantoms P2a-e, (variants
of P2) were made with blood conductivity values between
700.04mS/m (P2a ≡ P2) and 1400.08mS/m, in steps of
25%.
3) Experimental Procedure: SSVT Sequence and Localised
Measurements: For research question (1) and for each of the
phantoms P1 and P2 described above, an impedance measuring
sequence using DRE in SSVT mode was first carried out in
order to find out which electrode segments were closest to
the blood vessel. In each measuring sequence the injecting
electrode segment from group A was always combined with
the neighbouring measurement electrode segment from B,
while the same combination was always observed between
segments in C and D (Fig. 2c). The eight segments at each
electrode site were designated by the electrode site followed by
segment number (eg: A1). Thus for each SSVT measurement
a pair AiBi and a pair CjDj were used, with i,j independently
having values between 1 and 8. An example of this is shown in
figure 2c where segment pair A1B1 and its combination with
all the CjDj segment pairs is shown with dashed-red lines.
A sinusoidal 10kHz, 100µA current was injected between Ai
and Dj with Bi and Cj measuring the resulting voltage. The
magnitude of the voltage between Bi and Cj was divided
by the injected current magnitude to give the value of |Zij |
between the electrodes Bi and Cj . Each of the 8 AiBi pairs
was combined in turn with each of the 8 CjDj pairs (dotted
lines in Fig. 2c). The outcome of the sequence was thus an
8 × 8 matrix of 64 |Zij | values.
When a scan is preformed using SSVT, the length of the
active tetrapole varies. Even in a homogeneous volume this
variation is the main factor that introduces non uniformity
between the impedance values measured by each tetrapole [5],
with other factors including boundary conditions and the fact
that in this case the recording electrodes are not always in
line with the current injection ones. In order to remove that
scaling effect, each impedance value obtained from a SSVT
tetrapole was divided by the length of that tetrapole. This
approximate process significantly reduced the non-uniformity
from the results. Subsequently, the values in the |Zij | matrix
were normalised between 0 and 100% and values lower than
10% of the resulting impedance range of the matrix were used
to identify the electrodes closer to the vessel.
For research question (2) impedance measurements were
then performed to the five phantoms P2a-e, first activating only
the electrode segments from each group corresponding to low-
est |Zij | values, grouped to form the largest possible localised
electrode covering only the area of interest. Each measurement
was repeated with pseudo-stripe electrodes. Between each
measurement sequence the electrodes were cleaned using
ethanol to maintain good contact across the experiments and
to remove any residue leftover from the previous experiments.
Pseudo-stripe electrode (i.e. using all AiBi and CjDj
electrode segments) measurements were also carried out on
saline solution, poured inside the 3D printed wall over the
electrodes so as to occupy the same overall volume with the
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gelatine phantoms. The conductivity of the saline used was
1.55 S/m as measured using Model 3540 pH/conductivity
meter. These measurements were carried out for comparison
with FEM simulations also featuring a saline.
F. FEM Simulations
Manufacturing phantoms controlling the electrical proper-
ties and accurately changing the orientation of the blood vessel
was an elaborate time-consuming process. Implementing the
different orientations in simulations would be quicker and
would allow a more precise control over different param-
eters. Finite Element Modelling (FEM) simulations using
the COMSOL 5.3 electric currents (ec) module under the
AC/DC physics were first performed using SSVT on a saline
parallelepiped model (conductivity of 1.55 S/m as measured
previously), with identical dimensions to the geometric model
and the phantom. In the ec module, quasi-static solutions
of Maxwells equations were used to solve for the electrical
potential. No electrode-electrolyte interface was included in
the model. Electrode site A was assigned as a current terminal
with a 1A current being assigned as a boundary condition.
Electrode site D was assigned as a ground terminal of zero
potential. It was assumed that no current flows through the ex-
terior boundaries of the phantom, as the exterior boundary was
air which is a poor conductor of electric current. Electrodes
B and C were assigned as boundary probes used to obtain the
resulting potential, which was then used to obtain the transfer
impedance. These simulations were performed to observe the
impedance sensitivity distribution in a homogeneous volume
and to verify that division by the tetrapole lengths allowed
each data point to be scaled to the same level (Fig 6c). More-
over these simulations allowed for a performance comparison
between the simulated stripe electrodes and the simulated as
well as the experimental pseudo-stripe electrodes.
Further assessing research question (1), simulations were
then carried out for eight models directly reproducing the gela-
tine phantom described previously, with blood vessel cylinder
orientations of θ = −20◦, −10◦, 0◦, 10◦, 20◦, 30◦, 60◦ and
90◦ with respect to the longitudinal axis of symmetry of the
electrode array. The values of±20◦ were chosen so as to verify
that the model produced similar results to the experiments.
For each θ simulations of SSVT sequences were carried out
that led to estimates of the values of the |Zij | matrix for
each model, thus allowing for the selection of the electrode
segments that were closer located to the blood vessel in each
case. The |Zij | matrix was then divided by the lengths of the
related tetrapoles to remove the electrode spacing influence
from the measurement. By applying a 10% threshold from the
overall change in the impedance value, the desired segments
satisfying research question (2) could be identified. The 10%
threshold was selected empirically and it worked for all cases.
To assess research question (2) simulations were carried
out for θ = −20◦ with the blood conductivity being varied
from its original value (700.04 mS/m) that corresponded to
the experiments up to twice that value (1400.08 mS/m), in
increments of 10% . Moreover, uniquely in the simulations, an
additional calculation was carried out for each conductivity
TABLE I: Expected segments vs identified segments
Simulation Experiment
φ Expected Identified Identified
-20◦ AB = 1 2 3 4
CD = 5 6 7 8
AB = 1 2 3
CD = 6 7 8
AB = 1 2
CD = 6 7 8
-10◦ AB = 2 3 4
CD = 5 6 7
AB = 2 3 4
CD = 5 6 7
No Data
0◦ AB = 3 4 5 6
CD = 3 4 5 6
AB = 3 4 5 6
CD = 3 4 5 6
No Data
10◦ AB = 5 6 7
CD = 2 3 4
AB = 5 6 7
CD = 2 3 4
No Data
20◦ AB = 5 6 7 8
CD = 1 2 3 4
AB = 6 7 8
CD = 1 2 3
AB = 6 7 8
CD = 1 2 3
30◦ AB = 1 2 3
CD = 6 7 8
AB = 1 2
CD = 7 8
No Data
60◦ AB = 1 2
CD = 7 8
AB = 1 2
CD = 7 8
No Data
90◦ AB = None
CD = None
AB = 1 2 7 8
CD = 1 2 7 8
No Data
variation step of the blood vessel using stripe and pseudo-
stripe electrodes, in order to establish whether they perform
similarly.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Both experimental and simulation results are presented and
discussed for each research question.
A. Research Question (1)
1) Factoring in the weighting factor for different size
tetrapole formations: Applying SSVT to the FEM saline-only
volume resulted in a |Zij | matrix ZSSAL which was then
divided by the length Lt of each corresponding tetrapole, i.e.
the outer edge-to-edge distance between the current injecting
electrodes, to remove the electrode spacing influence from the
measurement (Fig. 6). This resulted to normalised values that
were within 3% of the average scaled value of the scaled
ZSSAL dataset.
2) Scanning and localisation: Fig. 7(a) and (b) illustrate
the data from the SSVT simulations for θ = −20◦ and 0◦
respectively. The scaling procedure was applied to all SSVT
scans for both the experimental and the simulation results. The
scaled results were then normalised to a 0% − 100% range
and by applying a 10% threshold the desired segments were
identified as shown by the examples in Fig. 7(c-f).
As the normalised figures indicate, the threshold can be used
to identify the electrode pairs that correspond to the lowest
impedance values. i.e. to the area over the blood vessel (top
view). The ij combinations that are below the threshold are
shown in Fig. 8 for θ = −20◦, together with the ij pairs
geometrically located over the vessel labelled as expected
segments. The outcome indicates a very close match of 85%
with 12/14 segments matching. For all cases of θ considered,
Table 1 summarises the comparison between all of the ABi-
CDj pairs found to exhibit the lowest |Zij | values after
scaling and normalising the results versus those located over
the corresponding blood vessel. In most cases the results are
very closely matched with the geometrically expected values.
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(a) Saline Scan (b) SSVT Length (Lt) (c) Saline scan (scaled and normalised)
Fig. 6: Scaling and Normalising data. a) saline scan data from simulation, b) Electrode tetra pole length, c) normalised and
scaled data
(a) Original −20◦ scan (b) Original 0◦ scan
(c) normalised simulation −20◦
scan
(d) normalised simulation 0◦ scan
(e) normalised experiment −20◦
scan
(f) normalised experiment +20◦
scan
(g) normalised simulation +60◦
scan
(h) normalised simulation +90◦
scan
Fig. 7: Blood vessel detection process. a) and b) show the
original simulation scan data for −20◦ and 20◦ orientations
respectively. c-f) show the scaled and normalised simulation
and experimental scan data for (−20◦, −10◦, 0◦, 10◦, 20◦,
60◦ and 90◦) orientation data, with a threshold of 10% of the
maximum impedance
Fig. 8: Scan result plotted against electrode segments used to
obtain results for detecting electrode segments overlapping the
blood vessel
In non-controlled measurements, plotting the angle θ of each
SSVT orientation φ vs the scaled normalised data provides an
approximate value for the angle θ. This is shown in Fig. 9
for the θ = −20◦, 0◦, 20◦ cases where the lowest |Zij | values
exhibit minima at respective φ = −16.5◦, −3.4◦, 0◦, 3.4◦,
16.5◦. These values are within 83% and thus approximately
near the θ cases considered.
The scanning and localisation function of the system have
been successfully demonstrated using the idealised model used
here. It is worth mentioning that it does not take into con-
sideration the anisotropic properties of muscle layer and the
insulating properties of bone, or the influence of neighbouring
vascular structures.
B. Research Question (2)
1) Pseudo- stripe vs full size stripe: The simulation results
on saline solution with stripe and pseudo-stripe electrodes
Fig. 9: SSVT orientation φ vs the scaled normalised data
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(a) Stripe vs Pseudo-stripe (b) Pseudo-stripe vs localised
Fig. 10: Impedance vs conductivity plot for simulation and
experimental results, using different types of electrodes to
measure impedance while changing conductivity of blood from
100% conductivity to 200% conductivity
demonstrated that the impedance for both types of electrodes
was very similar: the simulated impedance for the stripe and
for the pseudo-stripe electrodes for saline was 114.88 Ω and
115.41 Ω, respectively. The small difference of less than 1%
between the two values leads to the conclusion that the pseudo-
stripe electrodes emulate satisfactorily their equivalent stripe
electrodes. Experimentally, the saline solution impedance was
measured with an LCR meter and it was found to be 122 Ω.
The difference of about 7 Ω with respect to the simulated value
was attributed to the resistance introduced by the switching
circuit.
It is expected that an increase in blood conductivity will re-
sult in a decrease of the total skin-fat-blood vessel impedance,
and vice versa. Fig. 10a illustrates simulation results of the
aforementioned blood conductivity variations worked out for
stripe versus pseudo-stripe electrodes. The results are similar
within 0.01% for all concentration steps, highlighting further
the similarity in performance between full solid stripe elec-
trodes and the grouping of segments covering a similar outline
area.
2) Monitoring blood variations with localised vs. pseudo-
stripe electrodes: Fig 10b illustrates the performance of
localised electrodes comprising the selected ij pairs for θ
= −20◦ in the previous section, compared to pseudo-stripe
electrodes in detecting such impedance changes, both with
simulations and experimentally. The impedance measurement
using the DRE localised electrodes overlapping the blood
vessel is not the same as that monitored by the pseudo-stripe
electrodes. The localised impedance measurements exhibit a
larger decrease as a function of blood conductivity than when
pseudo-stripe electrodes are used. A similar behaviour, albeit
with a smaller relative difference is observed in the simulation
results. The overall conclusion from these measurements is
that, localised electrodes exhibit significantly higher sensitivity
to blood variation. In fact absolute impedance change for each
concentration step change is 25% higher for localised verses
pseudo-stripe electrodes in simulations, while the correspond-
ing experiment results exhibit a 22% − 28% improvement.
While this is a smaller variation than the one demonstrated in
the theoretical lumped impedance model, the electrode length
assumed in that model would have been significantly larger for
the field lines to pass straight between the injecting electrodes.
Therefore it is commendable that, based on the achieved
outcome, the localised electrodes exhibit higher sensitivity
even when compared to relatively smaller stripe electrodes
such as the ones examined here. This indicates that the
performance improvement over significantly larger electrodes
(eg: band electrodes) will be even more pronounced.
IV. CONCLUSION
A novel approach to using dynamically re-sizeable elec-
trodes (DRE) in limb impedance plethysmography measure-
ments is proposed in this paper. According to this approach,
addressable and individually activated segmented electrodes
are used rather than electrodes that cover large parts or
even the whole limb. This approach has been investigated
experimentally, in-vitro, using custom circuitry and gelatine
phantoms. A corresponding FEM simulation model was also
developed and used. A variable orientation and size single -
segment scanning method (SSVT) was used in an attempt to
identify electrode segments closest to the blood vessel in order
to take more localised measurements.
From the results obtained in this paper it can be con-
cluded that it is possible to utilise DRE in SSVT mode
to approximately identify the transcutaneous location of the
blood vessel being targeted. This information is then used to
combine the electrode segments that are closer to the vessel
so as to form effective localised electrodes covering the vessel
only. Measurements taken using localised electrode segments
identified through the SSVT scan indicate a significantly in-
creased sensitivity to blood variations of up to 28% relative to
larger electrodes. The DRE system could also potentially offer
the advantages of reducing the need for accurate placement
over a targeted vessel and of minimising the effects in the
measurement of variations that relate to neighbouring vessels.
DRE was demonstrated to be advantageous in locating
a vessel and in offering a better quality measurement than
conventional methods, still there are some areas in designing
and implementing such a system for diagnostics than require
attention. In terms of electronics the interface circuits will be
influenced by varying the effective electrode area which will
change the contact impedance. Thus the injecting electronics
output impedance should be designed accordingly. Other po-
tential issues include influence by neighbouring vasculature
and an increase in complexity in the circuitry relative to other
impedimetric systems. In terms of application areas, the DRE
will mainly be used for plethysmography to extract flow and
volume information from arteries that are relatively solitary
and in the extremities.
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